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Abstract 
The rates of electron trapping and detrapping by shallow donor impurity in the quantum 

well have been calculated for transitions assisted by the emission and absorption of DA-phonons. 
For impurities outside the infinite square quantum well due to large phonon wave vector the 
main contribution is given by phonons with a wave vector perpendicular to the well. Numerical 
calculations give for GaAs and nimp ~ 1010/cm2 trapping rates in the range of 109 -j- 1012/s for 
electrons on the bottom of the lowest subband. Trapping and detrapping rates decrease rapidly 
with the increase in electron energy e and are proportional to (e + e<)-7, where e,- is an impurity 
ionization energy. 

1 Introduction 

The processes of trapping on impurity centers are known to play an important role in transport 
and noise properties of bulk semiconductors [1]. The capture of bulk carriers by hydrogenic attrac
tive centers is usually treated within a cascade model, where the transitions between the levels of 
quasi-continuous impurity spectrum occur due to cascade of emitted low-energy acoustical phonons 
[2]. The trapping of a bulk carrier to a single shallow level of a neutral impurity was considered 
by Gershenzon et al [3]. The capture occurred due to emission of DA-phonon with wave vector Q 
much greater than other inverse lengths of a problem. 

The first consideration of shallow levels of hydrogenic impurities in quantum wells (QW) was 
performed by Bastard [4] within a variational method. His results have been generalized by a 
number of authors, far-infrared absorption and photoluminiscence on shallow impurities in QW 
was studied both experimentally and theoretically. 

In this report we study the processes of trapping and detrapping of the electron moving in a 
QW to a ground state of shallow hydrogenic impurity. In contrast to the case of on-center impurity 
in a wide QW where several bound energy levels can exist and situation resembles that in the bulk, 
we restrict ourselves to trapping by impurity outside the well assuming that electron is captured 
directly to a single bound state. The transitions between the bound and free states are considered 
to be assisted by emission and absorption of longitudinal DA-phonons. 

2 Model and Calculations 

Following Bastard [4] we consider the system of the infinite square quantum well of the width W 
and a shallow donor impurity outside the well. In the effective-mass approximation the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian of the system is given by 

where m is an effective mass of electron; Zj_, is a lattice dielectric constant; (0,2,) is an impurity 
position in cylindrical coordinates, we assume that Z{ > W/2; term VQW(Z) is the quantum well 
potential taken as 0 for -W/2 < z < W/2, and +oo otherwise. 



For the ground state of H in (1) we use the trial wave function [4] containing variational 
parameter A 

(2) tfj(r) = E^l e«.7A e-vV+(*-*)2/A X ( Z ) . 

Here x(*) = v^/W7 cos(wz/W) 0(W/2 - \z\), where 0(x) is a step-function, is a transverse wave 
function of a lowest subband; the normalization coefficient is given by 
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"A 1 + (W/wX)2 (3) 

Minimization of the expectation value of the Hamiltonian % for the trial wave function ^,(r) 
gives the value of the variational length A and ionization energy q of the impurity bound state 
d = h2ir2/2mW2 - (ipilftWi). 

We consider the transitions between the impurity ground state tpi and unperturbed free electron 
state at the lowest subband (the influence of the impurity potential on the free electron motion is 
out of consideration) given by 

lk ( r ) = S x<2 exp(iV) *(*), (4) 

where S is a layer area, and k = (kx,ky) is in-plane electron wave vector. 
We treat trapping and detrapping of electrons in QW as transitions between free electron 

state and ground impurity state due to the interaction with longitudinal DA-phonon modes. For 
characteristic ionization energies C{ ~ 30 -~ 100K, the corresponding phonon momentum will be of 
the order of Brillouin zone width, as in the case of intervalley scattering. For the calculation of the 
trapping and detrapping rate we use expressions identical to these for phonon intervalley scattering 
[6]: 
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Here W^ and W;9 k are probabilities of transitions between states ^ ( r ) and ^,-(r) per unit time 
mediated by short-length phonon with wave vector Q = (q, qz)\ D is the interaction constant; wq 
is a dispersion relation, and n q is a phonon occupancy number; p^ and V are crystal density and 

volume. The quantity M ^ ^ is a marix element of transition; with allowance for Eqs. (2) and (4) 
after integration over the polar angle we obtain: 

" £ k s (*k | e i Q 1 * ) = ^ T ^ J"** X\z)e^ j~pdp e - ^ ^ ^ n j o { l q _ k b ) . 

(7) 
To calculate the rate of trapping (detrapping) from (to) the state with given k we have to 

perform the summation in Eqs. (5) and (6) over all possible bulk phonon wave vectors Q. Energy 
6-function specifies the magnitude of phonon wave vector. For given impurity ionization energy £,-
and electron energy e = 1i2k2/2rn the magnitude Q£ of phonon wave vector is defined by the energy 
conservation law: 

huQt = a + c. (8) 

In the following we restrict ourselves by the case of such energies c; and c that phonon wave 
vector Qt is much greater than other values of the same dimensionality. This is a realistic approx
imation for characteristic lengths of the order of hundred angstroms and cf- + e >20 K. In this case 



due to rapidly oscillating factors exp(iqzz) and Jo(|q — k|/?) in Eq. (7) the trapping and detrapping 
rates decrease rapidly with the increase of Q. Analysis of the integral in Eq. (7) shows that for 
finite values of \z — 2;| (i.e. impurity outside infinite square well) the matrix element M^y. de
creases exponentially with |q — k| and only algebraically with qz. Therefore emission (absorption) 
of phonons with longitudinal momentum component q differing much from electron momentum k 
is unfavorable ("quasi-conservation" of momentum in xy-plane) and main contribution to trapping 
and detrapping of electrons is given by "transverse" phonons with 

Q « qz > 9, k. 

The situation would be different for the case of in-channel impurity or the impurity outside the well 
of a finite height, where the contribution of phonons with small and large longitudinal components 
q can be comparable and would resemble the trapping of electrons in the bulk by the neutral 
impurities [3]. 

Substituting the expression (7) for matrix element into Eqs. (5) and (6) and performing the 
integration over phonon wave vector Q we find, with the help of identity f£°xdx Jo(xp) Jo(xp ) = 
6(p — p )//), the following expressions for the differential trapping and detrapping rates: 
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Here Wtr(c) is the probability per unit time for electron with energy c to be trapped; dWdetr(c)/dc 
is the probability per unit time for trapped electron to be ionized to the interval of energies from e 
to c + de ; nimp = N-imp/S is a sheet impurity density; dwQ/dQ is a derivative of phonon spectrum, 
for small Q it tends to the sound velocity; factor T is given by 

F = N2(X) 
, 2zA ^W W . , W _ . „ ; 
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where ft = A~2 J"0°°pdp exp -y/p2 + (*,- + W/2)2/X exp -yjp2 + («,- - iy/2)2/A| is amplitude of 
the oscillations in trapping and detrapping rate owing to the of sharp edge in transverse electron 
wave function. Note, that ft is always smaller than nonoscillatory terms in Eq. (11). Detailed 
analysis of other limiting cases shows that the approximation of large phonon wave number Q used 
in deriving Eqs. (9) - (11) is good for QCW > 2w. 

Besides the differential trapping and detrapping probabilities Wtr(() and dWdetr(c)/dc we will 
consider also integral characteristics: 

l/rtr = / 
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Here Tdetr and rtr are lifetimes of occupied and unoccupied state of a given impurity; / ( f) and ne are 
the distribution function and concentration of electrons on a lowest subband. Trapping-detrapping 
balance equation allows to determine for given times Tdetr a n d nT the concentration of the trapped 
electrons, ntr = n i m p Tdetrf {Tdetr + Ttr)-



3 Numerical Results 

We evaluate the trapping and detrapping rates Wtr(t) and dWdetr{c)/dc given by Eqs. (9) -
(11) for the parameters of GaAs; we used the value D = 109 eV/cm for short-wave DA-phonon 
interaction constant [5], Sheet impurity concentration w<as chosen to be n-imp = 10 lo/cm2; electron 
concentration on the lowest subband ne = 10 n /cm 2 ; electrons and phonons were assumed to be in 
equilibrium with temperature Te = Tp^ = 300 K. 
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Figure . Trapping Wtr(e) 
(left axis) and detrapping 
dWjetr(e)/d€ (right axis) dif
ferential rates versus electron 
energy e. 

Solid lines. Well width W = 
100 A; from the bottom to the 
top: impurity position z\ = 
50,100,150,250 A; ionization 
energy c,- = 70,47,36,25 
K; variational length A = 
156,209,254,331 A. 

Dashed lines. Well width 
W = 200 A. from the bottom 
to the top: impurity position 
zi = 100,150,200,300 A; 
ionization 
energy ct- = 44,35,28,21 
K; variational length A = 
225,267,305,373 A. 

On the figure we present the results of evaluation of Wtr(c) and dWdetT{c)/de for several sets of 
parameters W and Z{. Calculated trapping and detrapping rates decrease rapidly with the increase 
in electron energy, being proportional to (q -f- c)~7. Impurities at large distance z,- have smaller 
ionization energies and therefore lead to greater trapping rates than on-edge impurities. 

The integral trapping and detrapping rates calculated with the help of Eqs. (12) and (13) are 
in the range from rtr = 4.9 X 1Q~8 s and rdetr = 7.8 X 10~9 s (for W = 200 A and z{ = 100 A ) 
to TtT = 1.0 x 1Q-11 s and rdetr = 1.6 x 10~12 s (for W = 100 A and z{ = 250 A), corresponding 
concentration of captured electrons is about ntr = (0.14 -r 0.19) n;mp. 

Calculated rates of trapping and detraping will be included in Monte Carlo codes to investigate 
the effect of capture on noise and transport properties of carriers in quantum wells. 
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